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Miner malware has been steadily increasing in recent years as the value of cryptocurrency rises, which poses a considerable threat
to users’ device security. Miner malware has obvious behavior patterns in order to participate in blockchain computing. However,
most miner malware detection methods use raw bytes feature and sequential opcode as detection features. It is diﬃcult for these
methods to obtain better detection results due to not modeling robust features. In this paper, a miner malware identiﬁcation
method based on graph classiﬁcation network is designed by analyzing the features of function call graph and control ﬂow graph
of miner malware, called MBGINet. MBGINet can model the behavior graph relationship of miner malware by extracting the
connection features of critical nodes in the behavior graph. Finally, MBGINet transforms these node features into the feature
vectors of the graph for miner malware identiﬁcation. In the test experiments, datasets with diﬀerent volumes are used for
simulating real-world scenarios. The experimental results show that the MBGINet method achieves a leading and stable performance compared to the dedicated opcode detection method and obtains an accuracy improvement of 3.08% on the simulated
in-the-wild dataset. Meanwhile, MBGINet gains an advantage over the general malware detection method Malconv. These
experimental results demonstrate the superiority of the MBGINet method, which has excellent characteristics in adapting to
realistic scenarios.

1. Introduction
Miner malware, also known as cryptocurrency mining
hijacking attacks, performs cryptocurrency mining by
stealing computing resources from the victim’s computing
devices [1]. Miner malware has continued to be active in
recent years due to the rising value of cryptocurrencies [2].
The continued activity of miner malware poses a signiﬁcant
security threat to user devices. Miner malware stealing
computing resources will consume a large number of electric
power resources and reduce the lifetime of the victim device
[3]. In addition to that, some miner malware can seriously
occupy CPU resources and cause system crash to bring
substantial business losses to users [4]. Therefore, the detection of miner malware in the wild becomes an important
malware detection issue.

Diﬀerent from other common malware, miner malware
has its distinct characteristics. First of all, miner malware
has noticeable blockchain computing features compared to
common malware, and it needs to constantly interact with
the blockchain during the running of the malware. These
characteristics will expose a large number of behavior
features of miner malware. In local, cryptocurrency
computing requires a large number of computing resources
and access to the victim’s computing devices. Network
interaction and local computing features together composed the cryptocurrency mining behavior features of
miner malware. In addition, miner malware has unique
ecological characteristics, such as reliance on XMR’s opensource software to mine Monero cryptocurrencies, which
bring distinct characteristics to the behavior pattern of
miner malware.
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Traditional malware detection techniques mainly rely on
signature matching techniques and heuristic detection, but
this type of rule matching has the low capability for generalization and ﬁnding unknown malware [5]. Machine
learning techniques have evolved in recent years and have
become another important way to solve malware detection.
Furthermore, deep learning has a clear advantage in the large
space search problem [6], being able to accurately predict
labels in high-dimensional spaces [7]. However, in the
malware detection domain, feature selection is still related to
the upper limit of the capability of the ﬁnal training model.
Some malware detection studies used a data-driven type of
feature to design malware detectors, such as byte-level
features [8] and PE format features [9]. Such a feature design
idea runs counter to the idea of the traditional malware
analysis community, which often determines the class of
malware based on its behavior pattern. In addition, some
malware research heavily relies on research methods from
the traditional ﬁeld of machine learning, using random
splitting and small datasets as test datasets production
standards. Such testing methods do not ﬁt the real-world
malware detection circumstance, where malware detectors
are trained in small datasets and deployed against the scenario of massive malware samples.
In this paper, we use function call graphs and basic block
jump graphs within miner malware binaries as features for
miner malware detection. The principle of malware detector
based on behavior features follows the malware analysis
methods of the malware analysis community, while the behavior features are also more diﬃcult to fabricate. In order to
explore the role of the behavior features for miner malware
detection, we convert the call relationship and instructions
jump graph as the feature vector. This approach can highlight
the nodes with distinct connectivity properties in the behavior
graph. For the evaluation, the large dataset is used as validation samples, and small dataset samples are used as training
samples, which follows the paradigm of malware detection.
Finally, the popular detection methods for the miner malware
and general malware are taken as baselines to represent the
eﬀectiveness of the proposed methods.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) This paper explores the usefulness of behavior pattern on function level and basic block level for miner
malware classiﬁcation under the static analysis. By
constructing diﬀerent graph isomorphic networks to
build miner malware classiﬁers, experiments show
that the proposed method in this paper outperforms
other baseline methods.
(2) Representative miner malware detection methods
and a general malware detection method are chosen
for the experiments as baseline methods. The experimental results show that the proposed method
achieves advantages over these methods, proving its
superiority.
(3) The experiment uses a simulated in-the-wild dataset
as the test environment. The experimental results
better reﬂect the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
method in the real world.

This paper systematically described a graph-based
method for miner malware detection. Section 2 reviews the
research on machine learning-based methods for general
and miner malware detection. Section 3 introduces the
framework of MBGINet, and Section 4 shows the performance evaluation results of all methods on laboratory
dataset and simulated in-the-wild dataset. Section 5 summarizes the work of this paper.

2. Related Work
This section ﬁrst discusses popular malware detection
methods based on static analysis features and machine
learning. Then, the research of miner malware is described,
which contains miner malware ecological development and
their detection methods.
2.1. Malware Detection. Static analysis features are important features for malware detection. Compared with dynamic analysis features, static analysis features have the
characteristics of fast extraction and variety. Taking the
parsing of the PE ﬁle as the criterion, we can divide the static
features of PE ﬁles into three layers, namely, raw bytes, PE
structure, and disassembly code. The complexity of parsing
rules used for these three feature layers goes from shallow to
deep and parsing time from short to long.
Raw bytes are the most accessible malware feature, which
does not require format parsing. Raw bytes can be directly
taken as the basis for malware identiﬁcation, but raw bytes
often face the challenge of enormous feature dimensions.
Therefore, many dimensionality reduction methods are
applied to the feature preprocessing of raw bytes, for example, the frequency method [10], information compression
method [11], sampling method [12], etc. With the help of
these methods, raw bytes are processed into feature vectors
suitable for machine learning models to train malware
classiﬁers. Furthermore, some deep learning models [13, 14]
can even directly process the original high-dimensional byte
features. However, raw bytes have a notorious drawback in
that no clear semantic information can be obtained internally. The lack of interpretable malware determination results makes the robustness of this class of methods
questionable.
PE structure information is another feature for malware
detection. PE structure information needs to be parsed in a
ﬁxed format with byte codes to extract feature information
compared to raw bytes. The PE header [15] and sections
information [9] are useful for malware detection. The
extracted PE meta information and sections information
describe the basic parsing information of the malware, which
has similarities in diﬀerent malware. However, this information is easy to fabricate, leading to malware detector
failure.
The assembly code needs to be further parsed based on
the PE structure parsing. By scanning the code sections of
the PE ﬁle, the disassembly tool can convert binary code to
assembly code, even C language pseudocode. The assembly
code obtained in this process can represent the behavior of
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the malware, including system-level action features and
instruction-level action features involved in the malware
execution process. From the perspective of program analysis,
these features directly determine the maliciousness determination of malware. Moreover, these features are much less
likely to be fabricated. Therefore, disassembly code features
are one of the desirable types of features for malware
detection.
An important feature extracted through disassembly
tools is the opcode, which characterizes the sequence of
instructions executed by the CPU when the malware is
running. Thus, opcode could be taken as the feature to detect
malware. Jeon et al. [16] apply a convolutional autoencoder
to extract and compress the opcode feature vector. Then,
these feature vectors are fed into a recurrent neural network
to train a malware detector. However, although the opcode
feature can be helpful for malware classiﬁcation, its inability
to describe invocation relationships between instructions
limits its usefulness for malware detection.
Among the features obtained from disassembly, graph
features constructed by functions or basic blocks can
represent the behavior pattern of malware, and such
features are used as the basis for malware classiﬁcation.
Yan et al. [17] extract control ﬂow graph from disassembly analysis as classiﬁcation features and converted
code blocks to feature vector using its instructions statistical features. These features are fed into the graph
convolutional network to train a malware detector. In
addition to the above methods, graph matching algorithms are also used to identify malware. Ammar et al.
[18] extract static function call graphs of malware as
feature vectors for malware recognition. Graph matching
algorithms are used to calculate the similarity between
the suspicious samples and the known samples. The
similarity is used to determine whether the suspicious
sample is malware.
In the tasks of malware detection based on graph feature
extracted by disassembly tool, the connections between elements represent that malware’s actions can describe the
behavior patterns of malware. Such features are robust
compared to the raw bytes feature and PE structure feature.
Moreover, behavior pattern recognition is an important way
to solve malware detection problems.
2.2. Miner Malware Detection. Due to the great danger of
miner malware, many studies have been conducted to analyze miner malware activities. Within this process, many
features of miner malware have been revealed. For example,
Pastrana et al. [19] study the campaigns of miner malware in
a decade. The authors ﬁnd that the cryptocurrency mined by
miner malware is concentrated in several currencies such as
Monero and Bitcoin. It is not the only case. Tekiner et al. [3]
ﬁnd miner malware focused on XMR or Bitcoin to mine. In
addition, miner malware also needs to perform a large
number of cryptographic operations when performing tasks.
Some standard anti-antivirus measures are also often used
before cryptographic operations [20]. These behaviors indicate that the miner malware has a clear pattern of behavior.
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For the detection of miner malware, the feature of
network traﬃc [21] and CPU usage [22] have been taken as
indictors for detecting miner malware. In terms of static
analysis, the opcode is used as an important feature for
miner malware detection. Yazdinejad et al. [23] trained a
malware classiﬁer using biLSTM for modeling the sequence
characteristics of opcode and achieved good experimental
results. Naseem et al. [24] introduced a detection method for
browser cryptocurrency mining attacks by converting
bytecode ﬁles into grayscale images and then training CNN
models to identify grayscale image features.
Although opcode and grayscale image features can be
used as feature vectors for miner malware identiﬁcation, it is
diﬃcult for these features to represent the pattern of miner
malware behavior. Since miner malware has obvious behavior characteristics, this paper designs a graph network
classiﬁcation method called MBGINet based on behavior
patterns to detect miner malware.

3. MBGINet Architecture
In this paper, we design a Miner Behavior Graph Isomorphism Network (MBGINet) for miner detection. Compared
with traditional opcode feature methods and data-driven
methods, this approach enables more eﬃcient detection of
miner malware and has more robust performance in the real
world. In this section, the design of MBGINet will be described in detail. Firstly, the miner malware behavior pattern
at the basic block and function level will be described.
Secondly, the MBGINet structure and parameters corresponding to the two levels will be presented.
3.1. Miner Behavior Graph Modeling. In the static analysis
setting, the behaviors of malware cannot be executed
precisely in chronological order. Although there exists a
sequence of instructions execution, it is diﬃcult to
describe a perfect sequential action due to branching
judgment and other issues. Therefore, a graph network
becomes the most suitable model to describe the
invocation relationship at levels of functions and basic
blocks. From the perspective of the malware analysis
community, the calling relationships between
disassembly codes are the essential source for malware
analysis. In the operation of miner malware, the ultimate
purpose of all actions performed is to load the
cryptocurrency computing module smoothly. Before
calling the cryptocurrency mining module, a series of OS
information collection and persistence operations need
to be performed. This process does not contain much ﬁles
operation and data exﬁltration, which is diﬀerent from
other types of malware. Therefore, miner malware has
obvious behavioral diﬀerences compared to ordinary
software.
The behavior semantic of miner malware can be represented by functions and instructions. The former is the
functions call, which is the concrete execution module for
behaviors in Ring 3. The latter is the instructions sequence in
the assembly code obtained by parsing the binary code,
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which is the CPU-level actions. In these two behavior levels,
miner malware implements the corresponding malicious
capability through function execution and code block execution, respectively.
Function objects are responsible for the execution of
speciﬁc behaviors, and the boundary of the function is almost
the boundary of the behavior. The invocations between
functions form the basis of the binary’s operation. So the
calling relationship between functions represents the entire
malware behavior implementation. The calling relationship of
functions is clear in miner malware, where not only does the
miner malware need to perform the cryptocurrency mining
behavior, but some discovery and defense evasion behaviors
are also critical to the implementation of the malicious behavior. The combination of these behaviors or the alone
blockchain computing brings a distinct behavioral signature
representation for cryptocurrency mining malware.
The basic code blocks are a group of instructions with
jump instructions as the dividing point. Within the basic
code block, instructions are executed sequentially. Among
the blocks of instructions, they are executed according to
jump conditions. Thus, the instruction-level execution behavior reﬂects the action sequence of the CPU. Furthermore,
the code block generally represents a small execution operation, and the jump operation is related to the conditional
execution of the software. This execution paradigm describes
the basic malware CPU behavior pattern. CPU behavior
pattern represents the behavior of cryptocurrency mining
and other malicious operators. CPU behavior patterns are
suitable for discovering miner malware, as most miner
malware relies on the arithmetic power provided by the CPU
to perform blockchain computing [3].
We deﬁne the graph classiﬁcation task model for miner
malware identiﬁcation based on the graph features. Given a
graph G � (V, E), node vi ∈ V, vi represents a function body
or a basic code block, and E � (vi , vj ) represents the direct
call or jump relationship of the nodes. Such a graph network
consisting of nodes and edges can represent the behavior
pattern of a malware binary. Connectivity relations are used
to describe the graph isomorphism between miner malware
samples, where all nodes are taken as the same vector. We
design MBGINet for modeling the behavior pattern of the
control ﬂow relationship in miner malware.
3.2. MBGINet Model Structure. In order to extract the
connection relationship between nodes, we choose graph
isomorphism network [25] as the classiﬁcation network.
Inspired by the design of the GIN model, we construct graph
feature aggregation to collect aggregate features to important
nodes and convert the nodes vector to graph embedding for
classiﬁcation. Node feature aggregation layer is shown in
equation (1). Each layer further aggregates the node’s degree
information to the critical nodes and ﬁnally converges the
structural information of the graph into a vector. In equation
(1), k denotes the index of layers and ε denotes the merge
coeﬃcient between neighborhood nodes and center node,
which is assigned a ﬁxed scalar. hkv denotes the message
passing operator of graph features. Message passing of graph
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data in MLP guarantees that the entire layer can be used as
an infective function to extract aggregated features of nodes.
(k) ⎛
⎝1 + ε(k)  ∗ h(k−1) +  h(k−1) ⎞
⎠.
h(k)
v � MLP
v
u

(1)

u∈N(v)

In the behavior graph, the most remarkable information
is the connectivity of nodes, which are aggregated into a
vector to describe the graph structure in the task of malware
classiﬁcation. In the further compression of the nodes
feature, we extract the maximum value as an input (as shown
in equation (2)) to the next fully connected layer, unlike the
original GIN model. The operation of global max-pooling is
partly due to the max nodes features, leading to much
diﬀerentiation between miner malware and others. Moreover, the global max-pooling enables highlighting the information describing the calls or jumps in the behavior
pattern of miner malware. Behavior graphs at the basic block
level have more nodes and more edges than that at the
function level; this implies a more sparse connection pattern
at the function level. Therefore, we use global max-pooling
for graph isomorphism network at the basic block level and
use summation pooling for graph isomorphism network at
the function level.
inter layer � Global Max Poolingh(k)
v .

(2)

Inspired by the GIN model and after parameter tuning,
we designed the framework structure of MBGINet. We
separately designed diﬀerent graph neural network structures for the function level and the code basic block level
because of the huge diﬀerence between their node sizes. As
shown in Figure 1, the structure and hyperparameter of
MBGINet-FCG are present. MBGINet-FCG uses a hidden
layer of nodes aggregator layer and the nodes are extended to
8-dimensional channels in the MLP layer. As mentioned
earlier, the network structure is designed to use sum pooling
to handle the convergence features due to the sparse connectivity of the function layer.
Aiming to process the structure of the basic block nodes,
four hidden layers with Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) are
used to extract aggregated features of the nodes. Global maxpooling is used to extract the largest features that are output
as graph classiﬁcation results through the fully connected
layer and activation function. The global max-pooling facilitates the extraction of connectivity features between basic
block nodes, and thus the feature vector of the entire invoked
graph features is fed to the fully connected layer for classiﬁcation. As shown in Figure 2, MBGINet-CFG contains
four hidden layers with aggregation computation and a
global max-pooling layer, where k represents the index of the
layer and d represents the number of channels of the MLP in
the hidden layer. As depicted in Figure 2, the four hidden
layers of the model use a recursive structure to output the
ﬁnal results for the global max-pooling layer instead of using
the concatenating output of every hidden layer in the
original paper. As a result, this allows for better extraction of
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Input (k=0)
Hidden layer MLP (k=1,d=8)
SumPooling
Fully layers
Output

Figure 1: The structure of MBGINet at level of function call graph.
Input (k=0)
Hidden layer MLP (k=1,d=6)
Hidden layer MLP (k=2,d=12)
Hidden layer MLP (k=3,d=12)
Hidden layer MLP (k=4,d=6)
MaxPooling
Fully layers
Output

Figure 2: The structure of MBGINet at level of control ﬂow graph.

the most signiﬁcant node connectivity features through
multilayers message passing.
We used the MBGINet structure to model two-level
graph pattern of miner malware. In the next section, the
performance of these two graph neural networks with different feature levels is evaluated in the same experiments
framework.

4. Evaluation
To verify the performance of MBGINet in behavior levels of
FCG and CFG, we conducted experiments on two datasets,
which simulated the developments environment of the
miner malware detector in the real world. Through comparing the performance of MBGINet with baseline methods,
we found the MBGINet outperforms opcode sequence
model [23], grayscale image feature model [24], and the
excellent Malconv model [8]. In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the datasets used for the experiments and the
evaluation metrics of the results. Secondly, the performance
of the MBGINet and the baseline methods on the laboratory
dataset and simulate-wild dataset are present, respectively.
Finally, the time consumption of all methods involved in this
paper is described.
4.1. Dataset and Experiments Setup. In order to understand
the eﬀectiveness of MBGINet from the perspective of
practical applications, this paper uses two miner malware
datasets with diﬀerent data volumes as the benchmark. This
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is diﬀerent from some malware detection works [26, 27] that
randomly split the training and test samples from one
dataset, and the test dataset is always undersize. These two
miner malware datasets are published on the malicious code
analysis direction of the Big Data Security Analysis Competition ∗ . We call the smaller dataset lab dataset, and call
the larger one the simulated in-the-wild (Sim-Wild) dataset.
The number distribution of samples in the lab dataset
and the simulated in-the-wild dataset is shown in Table 1.
The two datasets consist of miner and not-miner samples,
where not-miner one includes other types of malware and
benign software. The lab dataset and the simulated in-thewild dataset have almost the same data distribution ratio; the
ratio of miner samples to not-miner samples is about 1 : 2. At
the same time, the simulated in-the-wild dataset has about
three times the volume of the lab dataset, i.e., 6000 vs. 17,657.
Such a data distribution is consistent with developing and
deploying machine learning malware detectors in the real
world. These malware detectors are always developed on a
small dataset and deployed against the massive malware
samples in the wild. In this paper, opcode, FCG, and CFG
features are extracted using IDA pro †. As shown in Table 1,
a small number of samples suﬀer parsing failure in the
feature extraction.
Typical performance metrics are used as evaluation
indicators for experiments, such as accuracy, precision,
recall, F1-score, and AUC. Since these metrics are usual
information retrieval metrics, we do not describe the formulas of these metrics in detail. For the evaluation of time
consumption, we compare by calculating the sum of feature
extraction, training time, and inference time.
4.2. Performance Comparison on Lab Dataset. In the development of machine learning malware detectors, small
datasets are often used for cross-validation experiments.
As described previously, we use the lab dataset as a small
training and testing dataset to simulate the development
of miner malware detectors in a real scenario. The lab
dataset is divided into ﬁve pieces for performing crossvalidation experiments. Four pieces of the dataset are
treated as a training dataset, and the remaining one piece
is used to test trained model in each experiment. The
average of the results of the ﬁve experiments is taken as the
performance representation. The results of various
methods are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 shows the detection results of ﬁve machine
learning methods, where MBGINet-FCG and MBGINetCFG denote the eﬀects of MBGINet on two levels of graph
features, and the remaining three models are baseline
methods. The grayscale image (GI) method is derived from
[24], which detects cryptocurrency mining attacks in
browsers by converting bytecode ﬁles to grayscale images to
perform the classiﬁcation task. The OP denotes a dedicated
miner malware detection method [23] that implements
classiﬁer construction by using opcode as a feature vector
using a bidirectional LSTM method. Malconv [8] is a
representative approach for general malware detection. In
this experiment, Malconv takes raw bytes of binary ﬁles as
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Table 1: Number of samples in the lab dataset and the Sim-Wild dataset for diﬀerent features.

Experiments
Original
FCG
CFG
Opcode

Lab dataset
Miner
2000
1885
1885
1885

Sim-Wild dataset
Not miner
4000
3773
3773
3699

Table 2: Detection performance of machine learning models on lab
dataset.
Feature
Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score AUC
GI [24]
0.9634
0.9802 0.9091 0.9431 0.9499
OP [23]
0.9660
0.9666 0.9321 0.9486 0.9577
Malconv [8]
0.9776
0.9957 0.9371 0.9653 0.9675
MBGINet-FCG 0.9732
0.9921 0.9312 0.9607 0.9636
MBGINet-CFG 0.9803
0.9954 0.9453 0.9697 0.9716

input to build a deep learning model for miner malware
detection. These three baseline methods are representative
research for miner malware and general malware detection
in the static analysis.
Table 2 presents the performances of our proposed
method and the baseline methods, where the miner malware
detectors trained by the MBGINet method on two-level
graph features are denoted as MBGINet-FCG and MBGINet-CFG, respectively. The bold values in Table 2 represent
the best performance in this one column. It can be seen that
MBGINet-CFG obtains the best results in every performance
metric among all the detectors and achieves a signiﬁcant
advantage. For example, MBGINet-CFG achieves a result of
0.9803 in the accuracy metric, a 0.3 percentage point improvement over Malconv that is the best method among the
baseline methods. Moreover, for a composite metric of F1score, MBGINet-CFG achieves a 0.9 percentage point improvement over the Malconv method. On the other hand,
MBGINet-FCG also achieves better results relative to the GI
and OP methods. This illustrates the eﬀectiveness of the
MBGINet. Although the methods listed in Table 2 all obtained good detection results, the weakest GI method also
obtained an accuracy of more than 0.96. However, such
results do not directly reﬂect the test results of real-world
data environments. To better approximate the performance
of the miner detectors in the real world, we test the models’
performances using a larger dataset to compare their generalization ability.
4.3. Performance Comparison on Simulated In-The-Wild
Dataset. Once a miner detector is deployed in the wild, it
often needs to face a large amount of data. This causes the
range of feature variations of miner malware to increase
signiﬁcantly due to the artiﬁcial nature of malware. In this
section, we choose Sim-Wild dataset as the performance test
benchmark. Its data size is ten times larger than the test
samples of lab dataset. By inspecting various miner detectors’ performance on the Sim-Wild dataset and their changes
relative to the lab dataset, we present the detection

Miner
5898
5167
5167
5823

Not miner
11759
11120
11120
11163

performance and generalization performance of diﬀerent
miner malware detectors. In the experiments, detectors
trained in ﬁve cross-validation experiments were used as test
subjects to examine corresponding methods performance on
the simulated in-the-wild dataset. Moreover, the average of
results in the ﬁve experiments was used to represent the
performance of the tested method. Such a paradigm ensures
machine learning methods are tested on the same models
and datasets.
As in Table 2, the bold values in Table 3 represent the
optimal performance in this column. In Table 3, MBGINet also
achieves the leading position. The precision rate of MBGINetCFG is higher than the second place of Malconv with 1.33
percentage points. Similar to Table 2, MBGINet-CFG still
outperforms other methods and MBGINet-FCG is weaker than
the Malconv model. Except for the Malconv model, the
MBGINet is far superior to the other two specialized miner
malware detection baselines. Opcode (OP) method [23] and
grayscale image (GI) method [24] suﬀer a signiﬁcant drop in all
metrics. OP has the largest drop in recall rate, reaching 13.58
percentage points. This show that both machine learning
methods do not learn universal features on the lab dataset,
resulting in local optimization. MBGINet-CFG still outperforms the Malconv model in all metrics except the recall rate.
MBGINet-CFG has a better precision rate but a weaker recall
rate than Malconv, which indicates that MBGINet-CFG captures more essential features of miner malware and obtains a
clearer picture of miner malware. The recall loss shows
MBGINet-CFG does not cover nonmainstream miner malware
behavior. Nevertheless, MBGINet-CFG outperforms Malconv
in the other metrics. MBGINet-CFG’s two comprehensive
metrics are ahead of Malconv by 0.3 percentage points and 0.15
percentage points, respectively. This illustrates that MBGINetCFG has comprehensive capabilities to detect miner malware.
The results in Tables 2 and 3 show that the MBGINet
proposed in this paper has excellent performance on the task
of miner malware detection. In the MBGINet, the behavior
feature at the CFG level is signiﬁcantly better than the behavior feature at the FCG level for the classiﬁcation task.
Both the GI features and opcode features achieve poor results for multiple reasons. The GI [24] may be because the
browser bytecode ﬁle format is simpler than PE ﬁle format,
so it is diﬃcult for the CNN to model the characteristics of
miner malware in PE format. The opcode’s poor results may
be because its sequential nature is inconsistent with the
actual behavior sequence of miner malware, which contains
a large number of jump actions.
In the experiments, Malconv obtained stronger performance than MBGINet-FCG. Such results are due to at
least two reasons: on the one hand, the FCG features are still
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Table 3: Detection performance of machine learning models on
Sim-Wild dataset.

Table 4: Time consumption of methods for miner malware detection (in seconds).

Feature
Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score AUC
GI [24]
0.9248
0.9561 0.8121 0.8783 0.8967
OP [23]
0.9146
0.9459 0.7963 0.8647 0.8863
Malconv [8]
0.9503
0.9720 0.8766 0.9218 0.9320
MBGINet-FCG 0.9411
0.9566 0.8533 0.9020 0.9176
MBGINet-CFG 0.9556
0.9853 0.8730 0.9258 0.9335

Methods
GI
OP
Malconv
MBGINet-FCG
MBGINet-CFG

too sparse with low feature dimensionality, resulting in the
behavior pattern of miner malware not being well represented, and on the other hand, Malconv, as a variant of a
traditional CNN model, has excellent learning performance
and has been proven to have good modeling capabilities for
static features of malware [13, 28]. For the MBGINet model,
the model performance at the CFG level outperforms that at
the FCG level, which is in line with our expectation because
the underlying jumps at the basic block level are more diverse and have more call-and-call relationships. This allows
the model’s graph isomorphism learning capability to be
better exploited.
However, although the method proposed in this paper
achieves better results compared to the baseline methods,
this paper also has the common drawbacks of static analysisbased malware detection methods, for example, packer
obfuscation and other obfuscations against control ﬂow
analysis. These techniques can severely disrupt the behavior
pattern under static analysis, causing MBGINet and other
methods based on static features to fail. Fortunately,
according to public reports [19], less than 30% of miner
malware applied packer obfuscation, which shows that
packer obfuscation has a limited impact on static analysis
methods for miner malware detection.

simpler. Putting the above analysis together, the MBGINet
method still has advantages in time eﬃciency for training
and testing, especially compared with the Malconv and OP,
where the training speed is greatly reduced.

4.4. Timely Consumption. We present the time consumption analysis of miner malware detection methods involved in this paper for feature preprocessing, model
training, and sample inference. All experiments in this
paper were performed on a computer with a NVIDIA
1080ti GPU and an Intel i7-7700 CPU. The experiments
code was written in Python 3.7, and the Pytorch machine
learning library with CUDA 10.1 is used as the deep
learning framework.
As shown in Table 4, the “Preprocess” column indicates
the computation time required for one sample. The
“Training stage” column consists of epoch time and the
number of epochs required. The time required for one
sample inference is displayed in the “Inference stage”
column.
From Table 4, it can be seen that our proposed MBGINet
method has better time eﬃciency for both levels of behavior
features. Although using the least time, GI feature’s detection performance is poor. Malconv and biLSTM-OP
methods need a mass of training time due to the huge
number of parameters. In the MBGINet method, the
computation speed of FCG features is better than that of
CFG, because the structure of MBGINet-FCG applied is

Preprocess
0.008
3.74
0
3.63
3.63

Training stage
4.9810 ∗ 18
626.08 ∗ 16
205 ∗ 7
2.68 ∗ 30
7.8 ∗ 10

Inference stage
0.00150
0.42089
0.08858
0.00067
0.00326

5. Conclusion
The behavior pattern of miner malware is distinctly diﬀerent
from other malware and benign software due to the apparent
CPU computing and auxiliary malicious behavior
characteristics. In this paper, a miner malware detection
method MBGINet is designed based on behavior pattern
recognition. MBGINet is designed with aggregator layers
and fully connected layers to model the connectivity
characteristics between nodes in function call graph or
control ﬂow graph. For FCG and CFG features, MBGINet
has diﬀerent network structures to better model node
convergence structures. Experimental veriﬁcation shows the
MBGINet can accurately describe the behavior pattern of
miner malware compared to the opcode feature [23]. Although MBGINet uses similar static behavioral features as
opcode, it achieves a 3.08% accuracy improvement over the
opcode method. Moreover, experiment results show that the
MBGINet method achieves 4.1% accuracy gains relative to
the grayscale image feature [12], which is used to detect
browser cryptohijack byte ﬁles [24]. Besides, MBGINet-CFG
is also better than the popular malware detection method of
Malconv [8] in the comprehensive metrics. These experimental results show that the MBGINet is an eﬀective behavioral pattern analysis method for miner malware
detection in static analysis. Experiments under simulated inthe-wild scenarios also demonstrate the performance stability of MBGINet, indicating that MBGINet is more
practical than other baseline methods.

Data Availability
The datasets used in this paper are publicly available and fully
desensitized, without any privacy or security risks. The public
datasets are available at https://datacon.qianxin.com/opendata/
maliciouscode. Note: Following the policy of data provider,
these datasets are currently open for research needs/teaching
needs. Therefore, it is necessary to submit a request ﬁle with
information about the research organization to the owner of the
datasets copyright. For more information, please refer to the
abovementioned webpage.
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